Development of Machine Learning Model for silicon-amorphous carbon anodes in lithium-ion
battery applications
Silicon and graphite anodes are widely applied in lithium-ion battery (LIB) industry. However,
silicon’s high-volume fluctuations and aggregation issues as well as graphite’s low capacity make the
applications of these anode materials limited. One solution is to use silicon-amorphous carbon (SiaC) composites that have higher capacity than graphite and more controllable volume changes than
silicon, resulting in a longer and more efficient battery life.
During cycling, positive Li ions enter and leave anode material, continuously distorting Si-aC and
binder’s composition, which, after many cycles, results in battery failure. To understand what
structural changes take place in anode, Raman spectroscopy can be used. Since Raman spectra
include many features from multiple sources, such as silicon, amorphous carbon, electrolyte, and
binders, analysing Raman spectra for these compounds can be challenging.
In this work we build machine learning models trained on accurate molecular dynamic (MD)
computations and we use them to describe lithiation and delithiation processes in Si-aC anodes.
First, a database for small-scale silicon, lithiated silicon and amorphous carbon is created by running
molecular dynamic (MD) calculations using CASTEP simulation package. This data is then used for onthe-fly potential training that is created by running DFT-MD and GAP iterations interchangeably.
Created force field can then predict further dynamics and material properties on bigger scale
systems and is able to do that at a much lower computational cost.
So far, an accurate silicon and lithiated-silicon force fields have been obtained, that have also been
validated comparing previously published excess energies, coordination numbers and ring
distributions in amorphous/crystalline silicon and lithiated silicon. By combining silicon, lithiated
silicon, silicon-carbon, silicon-binder, and other relevant force fields, we hope to create a precise
model that can predict the exact Si-aC structures during LIB cycling. In this study we plan to gain a
good understanding of intermediate phase transformations occurring in Si-aC LIBs and obtain
vibrational frequencies that can be used to study and support experimental Raman spectra findings.
Even though Si-aC anode-based batteries have a much better performance than pure silicon anodes,
our computational model could help determine what factors contribute to anode’s capacity loss
after multiple battery cycles, providing information on how to boost the overall battery
performance.

